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Welcome
to the
StarMaiden
High Priestess
Process
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Open for the Divine
Feminine Essence
Flowing through
You
as High Priestess
Initiate
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High Priestess Ability to Hold Space

Clear,
Clean, &
Current
Water’s
developmental task
involves learning to
run clear, clean,
emotional current.
Seriously Important
as a High Priestess

Water teaches you to
respond to situations and
life instead of react.
Really Watch Reactions as
a High Priestess
Sometimes a reaction can
be unconscious because
the energy was it was
simply the family
emotional pattern

Part of Water’s
developmental task is
learning to identify and
clear an “emotional
charge.”
Charges are like debris in
your emotional water.
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Your task is to learn to
follow the thread of
consciousness inside until
you find what it is and
clear it out of yourself so
there is no more charge.
Sometimes through
time and space

Clearing charges
frequently takes time, as
often there are layers.
Your job is to just begin
noticing where you have
one and begin developing
the ability to clear them.

Relationship Issues with
Vow to the Goddess.

Clearing
What needs to be emotionally
cleared at the High Priestess
level to run clear, clean,
emotional current?

Where do you find
yourself still reacting
in life, in business?

The power of love exists in
the element of Water.

The clearer your
emotions, the more space
there is for love to move
in your life.

4 Faces of
Fear
Flee
Fight
Freeze
Faint
How this impacts
your creation energy.

In the emotional realm
you learn to love yourself
fully, to nurture, to heal
the inner child, and to
create a space for clarity,
flow, and love to move
freely in your
relationships with others.
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Activate Water’s Primary Power as a High
Priestess

Increasing self-love
begins
to reflect in your outer
world. Find ways to
appreciate and fill
yourself with love.

Primary Power of Love as a
Force

It is helpful to make
conscious choices to love
yourself no matter how
else you are feeling.

Ask if that flow of love has
anything to tell you, if so
write it down.

Connect to the flow of love
as a force in your body.

Feminine Axis Upright

Level Two Activation Alignment Earth
Vertical Axis as a High Priestess
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Strengthen Primary
Power of Love
Earth Align
Above and Below
Then Activate the
Ability to Infuse at
the High Priestess
level

Move
Stand up and move to
integrate the energy
& if you can go have a
nice dance with Water
when you are
finished.

Contribute to
Your Tracking Sheet
Gratitude
&
Closure
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